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Free reading Yummy discoveries the
baby led weaning recipe (2023)
awesome child discoveries baby s first 50 words is a fun way for babies
ages 1 and 2 to learn the words of each photo with a variety of animals
fruits vegetables food toys transportation clothes personal hygiene etc
adults should encourage the learner to read the book repeatedly to
identify the image and their category the author presents startling new
evidence suggesting that newborns are far more aware than has been
previously thought experiencing emotions making attempts to communicate
and reasoning and remembering this is the indispensable handbook for any
parent preparing to wean their child not only does it contain over a
hundred healthy flavorsome recipes suitable for weaning babies but it
also offers a step by step guide in how to go about weaning the baby led
way children s eating habits vary from meal to meal so waste is a common
frustration in the family kitchen this book targets the problem with
advice on how to manage those leftovers while all the recipes are free
from refined sugar and either low salt or salt free they do not
compromise on taste so they can be enjoyed by the whole family plus with
most recipes having tips for adult add ons you can be sure that these
recipes will tantalize even the most sophisticated palate the
ingredients used in this book are commonly sourced can be found on most
supermarket shelves and are used throughout the recipes recipes indicate
their suitability for freezing and are honest about preparation and
cooking times as this cookbook is written by parents for parents it
understands that time is a precious commodity recipes have been tabled
according to cooking time enabling the parent to easily select meals
that can be produced during nap times with each recipe tried and tested
by parents and their children we are confident that this book will give
parents the inspiration to create exciting fuss free and tasty meals
that all the family can take pleasure in eating together take the stress
out of baby weaning and let this book bring joy to your family kitchen
it s that time of exploration and keeping new discoveries at bay this
book is your ultimate stock of knowledge about all the notable
discoveries and conquests during the age of exploration don t get lost
in this new continent keep reading and keep learning you can get a copy
of this book right here this startlingly innovative systematic program
of stimulation activities and play exercises essential for a baby s
total development offers parents a sensible and dramatically simple
method to release their baby s untapped potential pack up baby for a
wildlife adventure in the ooey gooey steamy sticky rain forest with this
delightful touch and feel book engaging illustrations stunning real life
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photos and repetitive text are used to introduce children to the
incredible world of animals and plants that inhabit the rain forest
unique and fun touch and feel elements are included to invite children
to explore the amazing world of the rain forest with their fingers come
join pooh and all of his friends as they explore the world of nature in
this set of 30 beautifully illustrated flash cards the cards feature
real life photos and exciting facts for curious minds what are clouds
made of how do plants eat where does sand come from children will learn
the answers to these and other questions as they explore with pooh the
seasons water the sky land and plants did you know that some scientific
discoveries have helped further the understanding of human health and
the environment a couple of these are discussed in the pages of this
book first there s a discussion on acid rain how it happens and what its
effects are the second is about x rays and how they re used for
diagnosis enjoy a good read a newborn baby he rushed the little boy to
hospital and right into nurse meg richins s arms meg thought she had
learned to live with the pain of her infertility but when this tall
stranger brought a motherless baby into her ward the ache began again
she wanted this child and so did zane the solution seemed obvious until
the birth mother came forward grade level 1 2 k p e t let s talk about
scientific discoveries in particular let s discuss those focused on the
improvement of human health and environment who discovered them and how
were these discoveries used to improve the quality of life this book is
an interesting book to read so make sure you secure a copy for your
child press the buttons and listen to the sounds of the baby animals
part of the 2021 nappa award winning discovery 10 button sound books
series puppies kittens cubs and chicks meet all sorts of noisy baby
animals with 10 cute sound buttons play grow explore and cuddle with
adorable babies while you learn about their families in exciting
photographic detail in discovery noisy baby animals then press the
buttons to hear each sound who were the people who once lived in europe
you can know about them from the works of top archaeologists who
meticulously combed every dig site for fresh discoveries archaeology
allows for the understanding of previous life based on evidences those
civilizations left this picture book is a wonderful read go ahead and
grab a copy today press the buttons to hear 10 busy noisy baby farm
animals part of the 2021 nappa award winning discovery 10 button sound
books series there s nothing cuter or more fun than this big bright
board book chock full of noisy baby farm animals busy toddlers won t be
able to resist pressing the 10 different farm animal sound buttons as
they learn to recognize and name the colorful animal photographs on each
page sturdy shaped tabs make it easy for young children to turn the
pages to find their favorite baby farm animals and simple descriptive
text brings the noisy farmyard to life for this book the editors invited
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and called for contributions from indispensable research areas relevant
to chance discovery which has been defined as the discovery of events
significant for making a decision and studied since 2000 from respective
research areas as artificial intelligence mathematics cognitive science
medical science risk management methodologies for design and
communication the invited and selected authors in this book present
their particular approaches to chance discovery the chapters here show
contributions to identifying rare or hidden events and explaining their
significance predicting future trends communications for scenario
development in marketing and design identification effects and side
effects of medicines etc the methods presented in this book are based on
the interaction of human machine and human s living environment rather
than based purely automated predictions of the future this is a
promising direction of computer supported decision of human in a
radically changing environment let s talk about scientific discoveries
in particular let s discuss those focused on the improvement of human
health and environment who discovered them and how were these
discoveries used to improve the quality of life this book is an
interesting book to read so make sure you secure a copy for your child
after a baby dolphin is born in the vast ocean his mother and other
dolphins help him as he learns and grows read about the top
archaeological dig sites and discoveries in asia sure it s a big
continent and several traces of civilizations have been found this
picture book gives you the chance to learn about the results of the
archaeologists hardwork around the continent go ahead and grab a copy of
this book today i can t have children so i has given up on love and
marriage on a blizzard day a man named zane with a baby in his arms
rushes into the hospital where meg works as a railroad engineer he finds
an abandoned baby while inspecting the tracks and runs through the
blizzard to the hospital during the treatment meg can t help but be
fascinated by zane s love and care for the baby despite the fact that he
isn t related to the baby but she can t be with him because she s
infertile then when the baby is about to get discharged zane tells meg
that he has decided to become the baby s foster father he also asks meg
to marry him and become the baby s mother join in with all the squeaking
peeping and mewing in discovery noisy baby animals a board book with 10
buttons for different baby animal sounds all children are born with
emotional talent but if left untended those talents can wane during the
first five years of life children are sensitive and social beings from
birth exhibiting an innate enthusiasm for communication that must be
satisfied for healthy development if their feelings agency and
motivations are met with affection if they are respected and nurtured
then children will respond creatively and that inherent desire for
companionship will flourish however with the recent changes in political
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and educational systems early years education has seen a decline in
focus on the emotional wellbeing of children and the development of
their creativity those systems need to adapt if educators are to bring
out the best in our future generations by nurturing creativity and
emotional wellbeing in the first five years of life long term social
benefits can be wrought the book focusses on children s readiness for
learning it addresses the natural joy explicit in children s early
conversations and engagement with music and their development through
play with both adults and other children this kind of education allows
children to develop their bodies and skills accept and understand their
feelings build relationships and progress both their imagination and
their problem solving skills in this way play with others drives
development with contributors from the fields of psychological
educational and political spheres this book will be of interest to
anyone concerned for the future of our children these discovery cards
illustrated with beautiful photographs of the natural world teach
children about the rhythm of the seasons and answer their questions
about why it snows in january and not in july or why the leaves are
green in june but not in december babies love seeing their own
reflections look at me mirror discovery cards are the perfect tool for
teaching your baby about his body from head to toe babies will be
captivated by the image of their face hands or feet in the large mylar
panels on the cards and will learn about different emotions as they
imitate happy sad or angry faces baby einstein books is an imprint of
developmentally appropriate interactive books designed to introduce
children ages 0 3 to classic poetry art and foreign languages in a fun
and accessible way a combination of playful images beautiful photography
and bold illustrations with multilayered text will captivate and
stimulate babies and young children this humanities for babies program
based on the award winning video series taps into the natural learning
potential of young children and their parents aspirations for them worry
free weaning will empower you to help your child to establish a healthy
relationship with food giving the facts and dispelling the myths about
the weaning process so that you can make an informed decision about the
best way to introduce solids to your child drawing on their clinical
expertise and insight the authors approach to weaning focuses on the
fundamental importance of the relationship between parent and baby for
every aspect of child development it encourages you to wean and parent
your child around food in a way that strengthens the bond between you
taking both of your needs into account with plenty of practical advice
plus recipes and menu ideas worry free weaning gives you and your child
the tools and the confidence to experiment with mealtimes and develop a
lifelong healthy attitude to eating this book must be one of the best
references in the science s invention department of the renaissance
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featuring three of the greatest men on history this book is your
lightweight partner in the academe and even your career life you need
this and you know that get a copy of this book now wow geography just
got a whole lot interesting with amazing concepts outlined to make
learning fun the idea is to get a child used to the different parts of
the world by going on an imaginary adventure famous landmarks are
included as well as some basic information per country don t be
surprised if you ll be bombarded with questions on foreign places and
cultures a new york times notable book boldly challenging conventional
wisdom acclaimed science writer and omni magazine cofounder dick teresi
traces the origins of contemporary science back to their ancient roots
in this eye opening and landmark work this innovative history proves
once and for all that the roots of modern science were established
centuries and in some instances millennia before the births of
copernicus galileo and newton in this enlightening entertaining and
important book teresi describes many discoveries from all over the non
western world sumeria babylon egypt india china africa arab nations the
americas and the pacific islands that equaled and often surpassed greek
and european learning in the fields of mathematics astronomy cosmology
physics geology chemistry and technology the first extensive and
authoritative multicultural history of science written for a popular
audience lost discoveries fills a critical void in our scientific
cultural and intellectual history and is destined to become a classic in
its field the baby gets blamed for the older children s antics until
they confess this discovery journal for baby is the perfect keepsake
notebook to pass on to your child to read when they are old enough this
blank lined journal makes a great gift for new parents to write down
their thoughts messages hopes and dreams for their unborn or newborn
child lightweight and convenient size 6 x 9 inches with 114 pages this
lined baby letters journal can be used by new mothers for recording
precious memories to cherish and share with their child in the future
this is american and world history 101 made easier to remember each
major historical event is presented in clear language that makes is
easier to read and comprehend even big words like ratify are succinctly
explained if you re looking for a material that would help improve your
child s grades in the subject then you ve stumbled on gold secure a copy
while you still can rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of
supermarket tabloid publishing the weekly world news has been the world
s only reliable news source since 1979 the online hub weeklyworldnews
com is a leading entertainment news site this cute pastel geometric
plaid art discovery journal for baby is the perfect keepsake notebook to
pass on to your child to read when they are old enough this modern blank
lined journal makes a great gift for new parents to write down their
thoughts messages hopes and dreams for their unborn or newborn child
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lightweight and convenient size 6 x 9 inches with 114 pages this lined
baby letters journal can be used for recording precious memories to
cherish and share with your child in the future few know the stories
behind some of the biggest discoveries in medicine made throughout
history the first known surgeries in ancient india the accidental
discovery of antibiotics by a scottish bacteriologist and contemporary
techniques such as in vitro fertilization are all covered in this neatly
organized vivid text that guides readers through a chronologically
ordered history of medical breakthroughs biographical sidebars narrate
the lives of the bright minds behind these breakthroughs and a succinct
timeline summarizes their findings for readers do not miss this chance
to explore the medical discoveries that changed the world
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Awesome Child Discoveries 2017-05-12 awesome child discoveries baby s
first 50 words is a fun way for babies ages 1 and 2 to learn the words
of each photo with a variety of animals fruits vegetables food toys
transportation clothes personal hygiene etc adults should encourage the
learner to read the book repeatedly to identify the image and their
category
Babies Remember Birth 1988 the author presents startling new evidence
suggesting that newborns are far more aware than has been previously
thought experiencing emotions making attempts to communicate and
reasoning and remembering
Yummy Discoveries 2013 this is the indispensable handbook for any parent
preparing to wean their child not only does it contain over a hundred
healthy flavorsome recipes suitable for weaning babies but it also
offers a step by step guide in how to go about weaning the baby led way
children s eating habits vary from meal to meal so waste is a common
frustration in the family kitchen this book targets the problem with
advice on how to manage those leftovers while all the recipes are free
from refined sugar and either low salt or salt free they do not
compromise on taste so they can be enjoyed by the whole family plus with
most recipes having tips for adult add ons you can be sure that these
recipes will tantalize even the most sophisticated palate the
ingredients used in this book are commonly sourced can be found on most
supermarket shelves and are used throughout the recipes recipes indicate
their suitability for freezing and are honest about preparation and
cooking times as this cookbook is written by parents for parents it
understands that time is a precious commodity recipes have been tabled
according to cooking time enabling the parent to easily select meals
that can be produced during nap times with each recipe tried and tested
by parents and their children we are confident that this book will give
parents the inspiration to create exciting fuss free and tasty meals
that all the family can take pleasure in eating together take the stress
out of baby weaning and let this book bring joy to your family kitchen
A New Continent, a New World: Discovery and Conquest During the Age of
Exploration 2017-02-15 it s that time of exploration and keeping new
discoveries at bay this book is your ultimate stock of knowledge about
all the notable discoveries and conquests during the age of exploration
don t get lost in this new continent keep reading and keep learning you
can get a copy of this book right here
Bringing Out the Best in Your Baby 1988 this startlingly innovative
systematic program of stimulation activities and play exercises
essential for a baby s total development offers parents a sensible and
dramatically simple method to release their baby s untapped potential
Baby Einstein: Rain-forest Discoveries 2004-09-01 pack up baby for a
wildlife adventure in the ooey gooey steamy sticky rain forest with this
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delightful touch and feel book engaging illustrations stunning real life
photos and repetitive text are used to introduce children to the
incredible world of animals and plants that inhabit the rain forest
unique and fun touch and feel elements are included to invite children
to explore the amazing world of the rain forest with their fingers
Babies Remember Birth 1991-05-01 come join pooh and all of his friends
as they explore the world of nature in this set of 30 beautifully
illustrated flash cards the cards feature real life photos and exciting
facts for curious minds what are clouds made of how do plants eat where
does sand come from children will learn the answers to these and other
questions as they explore with pooh the seasons water the sky land and
plants
Discovery Play 1994 did you know that some scientific discoveries have
helped further the understanding of human health and the environment a
couple of these are discussed in the pages of this book first there s a
discussion on acid rain how it happens and what its effects are the
second is about x rays and how they re used for diagnosis enjoy a good
read
Baby Einstein: Nature Discovery Cards 2003-09-01 a newborn baby he
rushed the little boy to hospital and right into nurse meg richins s
arms meg thought she had learned to live with the pain of her
infertility but when this tall stranger brought a motherless baby into
her ward the ache began again she wanted this child and so did zane the
solution seemed obvious until the birth mother came forward
Wild Science Discoveries : Acid Rain and X-Rays | Kids' Science Books
Grade 3 | Children's Science Education Books 2019-11-22 grade level 1 2
k p e t
The Baby Discovery 2001 let s talk about scientific discoveries in
particular let s discuss those focused on the improvement of human
health and environment who discovered them and how were these
discoveries used to improve the quality of life this book is an
interesting book to read so make sure you secure a copy for your child
Baby Einstein: First Words Discovery Cards 2006-01-04 press the buttons
and listen to the sounds of the baby animals part of the 2021 nappa
award winning discovery 10 button sound books series puppies kittens
cubs and chicks meet all sorts of noisy baby animals with 10 cute sound
buttons play grow explore and cuddle with adorable babies while you
learn about their families in exciting photographic detail in discovery
noisy baby animals then press the buttons to hear each sound
The Baby Who Got All the Blame(중급)(Discovery Phonics)(TAPE1개포함) 2005-12
who were the people who once lived in europe you can know about them
from the works of top archaeologists who meticulously combed every dig
site for fresh discoveries archaeology allows for the understanding of
previous life based on evidences those civilizations left this picture
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book is a wonderful read go ahead and grab a copy today
Wild Science Discoveries 2019-08 press the buttons to hear 10 busy noisy
baby farm animals part of the 2021 nappa award winning discovery 10
button sound books series there s nothing cuter or more fun than this
big bright board book chock full of noisy baby farm animals busy
toddlers won t be able to resist pressing the 10 different farm animal
sound buttons as they learn to recognize and name the colorful animal
photographs on each page sturdy shaped tabs make it easy for young
children to turn the pages to find their favorite baby farm animals and
simple descriptive text brings the noisy farmyard to life
Baby Daisy's Discoveries 1987 for this book the editors invited and
called for contributions from indispensable research areas relevant to
chance discovery which has been defined as the discovery of events
significant for making a decision and studied since 2000 from respective
research areas as artificial intelligence mathematics cognitive science
medical science risk management methodologies for design and
communication the invited and selected authors in this book present
their particular approaches to chance discovery the chapters here show
contributions to identifying rare or hidden events and explaining their
significance predicting future trends communications for scenario
development in marketing and design identification effects and side
effects of medicines etc the methods presented in this book are based on
the interaction of human machine and human s living environment rather
than based purely automated predictions of the future this is a
promising direction of computer supported decision of human in a
radically changing environment
Scientific Discoveries Over the Years: Human Health and Environment
Scientific Method Investigation Grade 3 Children's Science Education
Books 2021-01-11 let s talk about scientific discoveries in particular
let s discuss those focused on the improvement of human health and
environment who discovered them and how were these discoveries used to
improve the quality of life this book is an interesting book to read so
make sure you secure a copy for your child
Discovery: Noisy Baby Animals! 2019-02-19 after a baby dolphin is born
in the vast ocean his mother and other dolphins help him as he learns
and grows
Archaeology for Kids - Europe - Top Archaeological Dig Sites and
Discoveries | Guide on Archaeological Artifacts | 5th Grade Social
Studies 2017-12-01 read about the top archaeological dig sites and
discoveries in asia sure it s a big continent and several traces of
civilizations have been found this picture book gives you the chance to
learn about the results of the archaeologists hardwork around the
continent go ahead and grab a copy of this book today
Discovery: Baby Farm Animals! 2019-06-25 i can t have children so i has
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given up on love and marriage on a blizzard day a man named zane with a
baby in his arms rushes into the hospital where meg works as a railroad
engineer he finds an abandoned baby while inspecting the tracks and runs
through the blizzard to the hospital during the treatment meg can t help
but be fascinated by zane s love and care for the baby despite the fact
that he isn t related to the baby but she can t be with him because she
s infertile then when the baby is about to get discharged zane tells meg
that he has decided to become the baby s foster father he also asks meg
to marry him and become the baby s mother
Chance Discoveries in Real World Decision Making 2006-09-06 join in with
all the squeaking peeping and mewing in discovery noisy baby animals a
board book with 10 buttons for different baby animal sounds
Baby Play 1987-01 all children are born with emotional talent but if
left untended those talents can wane during the first five years of life
children are sensitive and social beings from birth exhibiting an innate
enthusiasm for communication that must be satisfied for healthy
development if their feelings agency and motivations are met with
affection if they are respected and nurtured then children will respond
creatively and that inherent desire for companionship will flourish
however with the recent changes in political and educational systems
early years education has seen a decline in focus on the emotional
wellbeing of children and the development of their creativity those
systems need to adapt if educators are to bring out the best in our
future generations by nurturing creativity and emotional wellbeing in
the first five years of life long term social benefits can be wrought
the book focusses on children s readiness for learning it addresses the
natural joy explicit in children s early conversations and engagement
with music and their development through play with both adults and other
children this kind of education allows children to develop their bodies
and skills accept and understand their feelings build relationships and
progress both their imagination and their problem solving skills in this
way play with others drives development with contributors from the
fields of psychological educational and political spheres this book will
be of interest to anyone concerned for the future of our children
Scientific Discoveries Over the Years : Human Health and Environment |
Scientific Method Investigation Grade 3 | Children's Science Education
Books 2021-11-01 these discovery cards illustrated with beautiful
photographs of the natural world teach children about the rhythm of the
seasons and answer their questions about why it snows in january and not
in july or why the leaves are green in june but not in december
Baby Dolphin's First Swim 2017 babies love seeing their own reflections
look at me mirror discovery cards are the perfect tool for teaching your
baby about his body from head to toe babies will be captivated by the
image of their face hands or feet in the large mylar panels on the cards
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and will learn about different emotions as they imitate happy sad or
angry faces baby einstein books is an imprint of developmentally
appropriate interactive books designed to introduce children ages 0 3 to
classic poetry art and foreign languages in a fun and accessible way a
combination of playful images beautiful photography and bold
illustrations with multilayered text will captivate and stimulate babies
and young children this humanities for babies program based on the award
winning video series taps into the natural learning potential of young
children and their parents aspirations for them
Archaeology for Kids - Asia - Top Archaeological Dig Sites and
Discoveries | Guide on Archaeological Artifacts | 5th Grade Social
Studies 2017-12-01 worry free weaning will empower you to help your
child to establish a healthy relationship with food giving the facts and
dispelling the myths about the weaning process so that you can make an
informed decision about the best way to introduce solids to your child
drawing on their clinical expertise and insight the authors approach to
weaning focuses on the fundamental importance of the relationship
between parent and baby for every aspect of child development it
encourages you to wean and parent your child around food in a way that
strengthens the bond between you taking both of your needs into account
with plenty of practical advice plus recipes and menu ideas worry free
weaning gives you and your child the tools and the confidence to
experiment with mealtimes and develop a lifelong healthy attitude to
eating
THE BABY DISCOVERY 2023-08-06 this book must be one of the best
references in the science s invention department of the renaissance
featuring three of the greatest men on history this book is your
lightweight partner in the academe and even your career life you need
this and you know that get a copy of this book now
Discovery Noisy Baby Animals 2017-07-04 wow geography just got a whole
lot interesting with amazing concepts outlined to make learning fun the
idea is to get a child used to the different parts of the world by going
on an imaginary adventure famous landmarks are included as well as some
basic information per country don t be surprised if you ll be bombarded
with questions on foreign places and cultures
The Child's Curriculum 2018-08-30 a new york times notable book boldly
challenging conventional wisdom acclaimed science writer and omni
magazine cofounder dick teresi traces the origins of contemporary
science back to their ancient roots in this eye opening and landmark
work this innovative history proves once and for all that the roots of
modern science were established centuries and in some instances
millennia before the births of copernicus galileo and newton in this
enlightening entertaining and important book teresi describes many
discoveries from all over the non western world sumeria babylon egypt
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india china africa arab nations the americas and the pacific islands
that equaled and often surpassed greek and european learning in the
fields of mathematics astronomy cosmology physics geology chemistry and
technology the first extensive and authoritative multicultural history
of science written for a popular audience lost discoveries fills a
critical void in our scientific cultural and intellectual history and is
destined to become a classic in its field
Baby Einstein: Seasons Discovery Cards 2005-04-01 the baby gets blamed
for the older children s antics until they confess
Look at Me! Mirror Discovery Cards 2008-07-29 this discovery journal for
baby is the perfect keepsake notebook to pass on to your child to read
when they are old enough this blank lined journal makes a great gift for
new parents to write down their thoughts messages hopes and dreams for
their unborn or newborn child lightweight and convenient size 6 x 9
inches with 114 pages this lined baby letters journal can be used by new
mothers for recording precious memories to cherish and share with their
child in the future
Yummy Discoveries: Worry-Free Weaning 2014-10-31 this is american and
world history 101 made easier to remember each major historical event is
presented in clear language that makes is easier to read and comprehend
even big words like ratify are succinctly explained if you re looking
for a material that would help improve your child s grades in the
subject then you ve stumbled on gold secure a copy while you still can
Galileo, Michelangelo and Da Vinci: Invention and Discovery in the Time
of the Renaissance 2017-02-15 rooted in the creative success of over 30
years of supermarket tabloid publishing the weekly world news has been
the world s only reliable news source since 1979 the online hub
weeklyworldnews com is a leading entertainment news site
Grade 1 Geography: Discovery For Kids 2015-12-20 this cute pastel
geometric plaid art discovery journal for baby is the perfect keepsake
notebook to pass on to your child to read when they are old enough this
modern blank lined journal makes a great gift for new parents to write
down their thoughts messages hopes and dreams for their unborn or
newborn child lightweight and convenient size 6 x 9 inches with 114
pages this lined baby letters journal can be used for recording precious
memories to cherish and share with your child in the future
Lost Discoveries 2010-05-11 few know the stories behind some of the
biggest discoveries in medicine made throughout history the first known
surgeries in ancient india the accidental discovery of antibiotics by a
scottish bacteriologist and contemporary techniques such as in vitro
fertilization are all covered in this neatly organized vivid text that
guides readers through a chronologically ordered history of medical
breakthroughs biographical sidebars narrate the lives of the bright
minds behind these breakthroughs and a succinct timeline summarizes
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their findings for readers do not miss this chance to explore the
medical discoveries that changed the world
Baby Who Got All the Blame 1992-06-01
Discovery Journal for Baby: Letters to My Baby Keepsake 2019-03-16
Nineteenth Century Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature 1890
Grade 1 History: Learning And Discovery For Kids 2015-12-20
Weekly World News 2001-02-06
Discovery Journal for Baby 2019-03-07
Discoveries in Medicine that Changed the World 2014-12-15
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